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while it may be possible to use the paper version of the bibliography from the toc to identify the
serials that the author was reading, the availability of this information online is dependent on

whether the author had a subscription to the serials they were using, and whether their libraries had
subscriptions to those serials. as an alternative, researchers may be able to identify serials from the
digital edition of the bibliography. the digital edition is available in a separate database file from the

one that contains the original bibliography. this file is available for download from the site of the
reference as a.zip file. users of the "consolidated index of world art" (ciwa) will find the serials used
by the author of a given article in the ciwa online database. the serials are listed by title. currently,

the database contains serials from the ciwa from 1956-1985. the database is updated on a quarterly
basis. the current serial list is available on the ciwa web site. for users of ulrich's records, the

ulrichsweb.com serials database provides full text for over 1,700 serials. this database is updated on
a quarterly basis. the ulrichsweb.com serials database includes serials published in the united states
and canada from 1963-present. all serials are assigned an id number that allows the database to be

sorted and searched. users of the online versions of key reference works, including the repec,
universalia, and current contents, will find the serials in the database that have been digitized and

made available for online use. the data are organized by the title of the serial in the reference work,
and in the repec database and the universalia. the title of the serial is not in the repec database. the
same data are available on the world wide web from the website of the reference work. however, the
link to the serials in the world wide web databases may not be directly to the serial title. the link will

be to the title of the serial in the repec database or in the universalia database. the time period
covered by the database is often limited by the availability of the serials in the reference work.
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a: the next step in serials
management is to verify
the accuracy of the data.

you can use the
advanced search to sort

items, export data to
excel, or search for

specific items. you can
use the search results to

determine if the item
was found, what was
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returned, and when it
was returned. the open
ataxon project (oap) is a
joint initiative of several
major academic libraries,
including the university
of california, irvine and
the university of new

south wales. the oap is
funded by the national

science foundation under
grant no. due-1439788.
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the project aims to
provide access to many
of the serials published

by the university of
california, irvine (uci)
library. many of uci's

serials are not yet
available in open ataxon,
but the project has made

significant progress in
getting these serials and
those in other libraries
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up and running. at the
time of this update, the
oap had approximately

6500 serials available for
browsing. to take
advantage of this

resource, you will need
to create an account and
log in. when you create
an account, you will be

sent an email with a link
to create an account.
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you will need to click on
the link in that email to
activate the account.

once you log in, you can
then access all the
information that is

available to you. the tabs
at the top of the page

(what's new, what's new,
browse, search, browse
topics, browse journals,
browse types, browse
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publishers, browse
libraries, browse funding,

browse coverage,
browse digital

publications, browse
highlights, browse staff)
are where you will find

the serials that are
available at uci. a: the

south australian
museum library, and the

amnh library have a
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combined collection of
over 500,000 serials, and

consequently have
substantial and growing

needs for serials
searching and discovery

resources.
ulrichsweb.com has
proved to be a very
useful resource in

satisfying these needs.
the openathens project
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has been an important
step in improving the

ability of ulrichsweb.com
to provide users with
access to serials on

openathens. 5ec8ef588b
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